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One of the things I am thankful for on our ten year
fertility journey is what I learnt about myself and
relationships. It was the start of a journey of
learning what my wife really wanted from me and
how to be more of the man I want to be. 

It turned out that bottling things up was not the
best strategy. On reflection it was affecting my
emotional and physical wellbeing (including my
fertility) and our relationship.

So, how do we work out what women want, and
how do we find peace of mind ourselves?

In my experience, one of the key things at the
centre of both of these is emotions. We are brought
up to believe ‘boys don’t cry’ and being vulnerable
is a weakness. However, what we resist persists.
Life is a contact sport, stuff happens which is going
to affect us emotionally. If we bury it, it doesn’t go
away. Subconsciously I had a bin full of emotions
with a large brick on the lid. Childhood was where I
learnt to bury them and it had become a habitual

way of being. Safer to ignore them than feel them,
right? 

I could say I was angry about our infertility, but
why did I find it hard to actually feel angry? I was
scared that if I opened that lid, Armageddon would
happen. There was stuff there going back to
childhood. It turns out I was wrong.

When I allowed myself to feel the pain of not
having children I felt angry that everyone else gets
what they want in life so much easier than us. Being
open to these feelings allowed me to recognise the
thinking behind them, and that I believed that I
wasn’t allowed to create the life I wanted.
Acceptance is the WD40 of change, until we accept
where we are we cannot move on. 

Learning to be aware of my feelings has led me
to being more in tune with myself, leaving a job I
hated, finding more peace of mind and waking up
free to be me … oh, and with our son. Because my
test results improved so dramatically after I stopped

Men and women are different. Not simply and
obviously biologically, but even more so psycho -
logically. This difference was studied and explained
in the classic 1990s book ‘Men are from Mars,
Women are from Venus’. 

It might be a broad generalisation, but men are
not very good at discussing their feelings. Get a
group of men in a room together and conversation
will be superficially about women and sex, but
mostly about other interests, eg sport, gadgets, TV
etc. I tend to go all monosyllabic when talking about
my other half (OH), so imagine what a group of
men would be like and then in a further complic -
ation – talking about infertility. 

The ‘Men are from Mars...’ book states that men
want to offer solutions to problems women bring up
in conversation, but women are not necessarily
interested in solving problems and are mainly
wanting to talk about them. Over the last four
years, when it comes to the plethora of issues on
our fertility rollercoaster, I have learnt to actively
listen more and not to try and fix prob lems. It’s
been hard work. I also recommend attending any
fertility counselling sessions if available locally.

I’m acutely aware that as a man, being this open
about my infertility and showing my emot ions is a
novelty in a scene where women rule – on paper,

online and in the media, but this is not my first foray
into sharing my views publicly. Since April 2014, I
have written a blog about my experiences of infert -
ility. Through reading blogs or using Twitter, I have
‘met’ other infertile men and women and shared
questions, woes and offered support to others.

Compared to the hundreds of thousands of
female infertility blogs online, male blogs are in a
minority, because men don’t tend to share their
feelings much, let alone online for all and sundry to
read. I’ve used blogging to help verbalise my
anxieties. 

To add to the mix of being male and infertile, I
am also a British Asian and a GP. Yup, I’m a doctor
who is dealing with medical issues that I have no
control over. In my GP job, I regularly counsel
couples who are newly pregnant, those who’ve had
a miscarriage, infertile couples like us and also I do
weekly postnatal baby checks. It can be really
trying sometimes when I see parents who either
don’t care for their children or say they got
pregnant without trying, but occasionally I chat to
someone who has had a baby via assisted
conception and I have hope.

Let’s start at the beginning of our fertility
journey, which began four years ago. We, like many
couples in their early 30s expected that getting
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pregnant was easy, because to put it simply: A fits
into B and Bob is your proverbial uncle. But try as
we might nothing happened. An all too common
scenario for infertile couples. So we saw our GP, had
bloods done, a transvaginal scan was done and I
went for semen analysis. 

My OH discovered that she had a large fibroid
(which would increase her risk of miscarriage) and
removal was complicated, especially if the aim is to
preserve fertility. After a multitude of invasive tests,
the gynaecologist said that the fibroid was too large
to remove and a hysterectomy was the only option,
so we were advised to think about adoption instead,
but we were only in our early 30s! After that shock,
we duly listened to the expert and went down the
route of adoption. We were deemed good prosp -
ective adoptive parents, but we just didn’t feel it
was right for us at that time.

Under the advice of a friend, a second gyn ae -
cology opinion was sought and basically we met our
saviour. A gynaecologist and fertility doctor that
gave my OH a chance and eventually per form ed a
successful five hour laparoscopic myomectomy. Post
op we had a much needed holiday to the USA.

Getting back to my semen analysis - the one
(simple) test I had to do, where the hardest bit was
getting the sample to the hospital lab within one
hour. A week later my results came back when I was
playing squash so my OH collected them, tele phon -
ed me that we needed to talk and then we read the
report when I got home, which said in black and
white that I had no sperm. Zero. Zilch. Nada. 0.0.
The news took a while to sink in. I come from a
large Indian family especially on my father’s side.
As far as I knew, my parents didn’t have any

troubles having me and my sister, but that was a
guess as both of them died at least eight years
before I met my OH.

Whilst my OH researched and read everything, I
went into almost psychological stasis - possibly due
to denial, shock and certainly male pride. 

Shifting forward to 2015, after three failed IUI’s,
my OH has just had embryo transfer with donor
sperm on our first IVF cycle. It took me a while, but
I’ve accepted that a donor was the only real option
for us. Once you understand that the donor is not a
parent to the child, and that I will be the father,
then the use of donor sperm becomes easier to
accept. 

We are now in a new section of our fertility
rollercoaster, the furthest we’ve ever been and we
hope for success, but are prepared for failure,
emotion ally and financially.

Ultimately what I’ve learnt is that you need to
look out for each other and maintain good comm -
unication, because without that you’ll feel comp -
letely isolated.

I hope you’ve found
my article interesting,
do check out my
blog: I’m Shooting
Blanks
(imshootingblanks.
wordpress.com) or follow
me on Twitter via @ukinfertility
and if anyone has any
questions, drop me a line via
either route mentioned. You can
follow my OH on Twitter via
@raiseyourhips

outlining things, we were able to conceive naturally
after being told it would be a one in a billion chance
and just about to start ICSI. 

Male infertility can also evoke feelings of shame
or inadequacy. To find out I was infertile after eight
years of my wife working on her fertility and finally
being all okay, was like being kicked in the stomach.
I felt emasculated. I couldn’t provide the most basic
biological function for my wife, for us as a couple
and our future family. 

And another thing…women want to connect with
the real us. They want us to be in our masculine
energy, being open and breathing in the feelings,
no matter how painful they are. Hiding in my cave
emotionally wasn’t being the man she wanted. 

I was present with my wife at all of our appoint -
ments. I made sure she was okay physically and
emotionally, we discussed and agreed every
decision along the way. I tried to be ‘the strong one’
for her because I thought that was what she
needed, but it gave me another reason to hide my
stuff.

She wanted me to show up fully, connect with
her emotionally, not just turn up physically. When
we connect with someone on an emotional level, it

creates a deeper unity. I thought we were united,
but it turns out we weren’t fully. I was in my cave
emotionally. It was safe there. Nothing could hurt
me. Boys don’t cry right, so I’m staying here.

Another of the many things I learnt the hard way
is that women don’t want us to fix their problems –
they want us to understand their feelings not fix
them.

The question being asked is how to best supp ort
you? There is a lot of support aimed at women, but
not so much for men. Perhaps a webinar aimed
specifically at men? We would love to hear from
you. Please email: admin@infertilitynetworkuk.com
or call 0800 008 7464 with your suggestions how
we can best support you as a man?

In the meantime the Infertility Network UK 
(I N UK) fertility support webinar on relationships
explores some of these things and provides some
tools for you. You can find the recording of it here:
http://bit.ly/inuk-reln. 

Russell Davis
Fertility Cognitive Hypnotherapist, writer and
speaker, believes you can find a sense of
peace and control over your fertility. 




